Release Notes for
Public Patch
Release 1615
(2013-09-03)

2.

Origin Product/Version
Open-Xchange Server 6 backend 7.2.2-rev16
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.2.2-rev16
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.2.2-rev13
Open-Xchange USM 7.2.2-rev11

3.

Packages shipped with this Patch Release
Open-Xchange Server 6 backend 7.2.2-rev18
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.2.2-rev18
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.2.2-rev14
Open-Xchange USM 7.2.2-rev12

4.

Bugs Fixed with this Patch Release
28606 StringIndexOutOfBoundsException while accessing through USM
When using certain header fields for complex objects at a client that uses USM (e.g.
ActiveSync, Outlook), those headers could not be processed correctly. This has been solved by
taking all possible header content into consideration.
28602 Writing MIME parts fails for certain cases
In some cases, file resources for generating mail content have been closed at the backend
while they are required by the application for reading later on. This has been solved by
keeping those resources open until all required data has been read.
28577 en_GB not available as language for 7.2.2
British English has been added as a translation for the frontend.
28397 ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException while accessing through USM
When filtering out duplicate folders, it could happen that the expected length of the whole
folder list was incorrect, leading to error messages. This has been solved by re-calculating the
list size after filtering duplicate folders.
27866 NullPointerException when evaluating ical file
In some cases, attempting to parse certain iCal content returned “null” values. This led to
error messages and has been solved by dealing with “null” return values.
27232 Working with specific mails cause incorrect access to mail backend
When requesting a multipart of a mail while switching to another folder at the same time, led
to issuing “close” command to the original folder. This has been solved by implementing a
“reconnect” mechanism into muiltipart retrieval for mails.
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5.

Changes relevant for Administrators
Changes of Configuration Files
- none -

Changes of Database Schemes
- none -

Changes of Command Line Tools
- none -

Changes of Behavior
- none -

Changes of Packaging
A British English translation package is now available at the “frontend” repository:
open-xchange-appsuite-l10n-en-gb

Changes of Front-End Customizations
All CSS changes and a list of new and changed icons can be found on our wiki page documenting the
Theme changes for each version: http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.php?title=ThemeChanges

6.

Changes relevant for Developers
Changes of the HTTP API
- none -

Changes of the RMI API
- none -

Changes of the SOAP API
- none -

Changes of the WebDAV API
- none © 2013 Open-Xchange Inc.
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Changes of the GUI-API
- none -

7.

Tests
To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and regression test on both,
the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server setup.
In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed behavior. Unless
explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not expect other side effects.

8.

Fixed Bugs
28577, 27232, 27866, 28397, 28602, 28606
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